
LATEST ULTRA PORTABLES INTRODUCED

Mitsubishi Electric’s Visual Information Systems division, a leader in the innovative

design and manufacture of display products, has announced the introduction of two

new ultra-portable projectors the SL6U and XL6U.

Following on from the success of the SL4SU and XL5U, these two new models have

been introduced. Both offer up to 5000 hours of lamp life when used in eco-mode,

which helps to reduce the overall running costs; in addition, Mitsubishi offer a

comprehensive three-year loan replacement warranty, making them an ideal solution

for the education sector, travelling sales person or corporate applications.

The SL6U is the latest SVGA projector with a native resolution of 800 x 600 and

produces 1700 ANSI lumens of brightness. The XL6U also features 1700 ANSI

lumens of brightness, and is the XGA version with a native resolution of 1024 x 768.

Both models are extremely portable at just 2.7kg, and also come with a host of

features, including an anti-theft password control function that can be used to help

prevent unauthorised users operating the projector. The SL6U and XL6U also benefit

from a ‘splash screen’ enabling companies or schools to upload their logo, which can

not be deleted without knowing the pin number of the projector. In addition, both

models can be set so that the control panel is locked and can only be unlocked by

using the remote control, helping to ensure that settings are not tampered with.

Prompted by market demand the XL6U now benefits from a second data input, and

also benefits from having an extended lamp warranty, which is available exclusively

to the education sector. All XL6U’s registered on-line, that are installed within

schools, colleges or universities will, be able to apply for a free replacement lamp

within the first three years of purchase, again making the XL6U an ideal choice for

the education sector where keeping costs low are a priority. In addition to the

standard security features that both models come with, the XL6U is now also



available with an optional orange top cover, which is for use within educational

establishments where there may be a concern of theft.

Both the SL6U and XL6U feature Mitsubishi’s patented Natural Colour Matrix™

technology, which allows for independent colour control across six colours to ensure

the realistic reproduction of both pastel shades and bright vibrant colours. The sRGB

setting takes the guesswork out of colour adjustment by ensuring that the projected

image matches the now widely adapted sRGB standard for colour display. They also

feature a line doubler function, that is used to improve DVD and video picture quality

by eliminating jagged oblique lines and enabling the reproduction of beautiful, natural

looking images.

Alistair Duthie, Divisional Manager said “Lamp replacement costs are always a

concern for our customers and with the 5000 hour lamp life I believe we are

demonstrating our commitment to meeting these needs. In particular within the

education sector where costs and security is always an issue, we have improved our

lamp warranty on the XL6U and added further security measures”.

ENDS

Notes to editors
The SL6U is expected to retail at £533 ex VAT

The XL6U is expected to retail at £688 ex VAT

Please visit www.mitusbishielectric.co.uk/vis for further product specification

http://www.mitusbishielectric.co.uk/vis

